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The Epidemic - Chapter 1, Part 1

I should have Verb Past Tense them.

But by the time Noun Plural broke loose, it was already too Adjective .

It was a Adjective Day of The Week , when I was out reading the latest issue of Name of 

Magazine or Newspaper besides my friend Friends name on one of the few Noun Plural available in the

Adjective Park. My Adjective companion Adjective - a Animal - was also with us

and was savoring the day just as much as me and Same Friends name were.

"Can you believe what this article is saying about Celebrity ? I can't believe they would pen her 

or him a demeaning noun for no good reason!" I voiced my opinion out loud. Same Friends name

stopped Activity such as rollerblading or Playing video games to look over at me.

"What do you mean by that?" He/She wondered while trying to look at my magazine. I laid down the magazine

on their Part of Body so they could see better. I pointed at the Adjective article.

"This is the number ending in th such as nineth story written on Same celebrity about how Adjective

he's



became and even says he's doing Adjective activities such as Crime !" Same Friends name

shook their head at me.

"Why do you even read Same Name of Magazine or Newspaper anyway? The team behind it stopped being

Adjective a long time ago." 

I shrugged. "There's occasionally a Adjective story in it."

"But is there enough Same Adjective stories to outweigh the Adjective ones?" Same Friends 

name posed an Adjective question, which I thought about for a good while. I was about to reply when

I suddenly felt a raindrop. One had fallen onto the magazine as well.

Me and Same Friends name both looked up at the sky to find it had started raining in the distance and the

rain clouds were Adverb moving towards us. It was a shame that neither of us had brought

Noun Plural to shield the rainfall. Sure, it was Weather State earlier but I thought nothing of it. I

glanced at my magazine.

"I guess good can come from Same Name of Magazine or Newspaper after all!" I exclaimed as I opened up the

magazine and positioned it over my head. Same Friends name laughed at my joke as he/she got under with

me



.

"Come on, Same Pet Name ." I crouched down to Verb Base Form my Same Animal as

Same Friends name kept the magazine over me while I did it. My Same Animal let out a yawn before

standing up, albeit Adverb .

We all took off running out of the park and down several blocks until my issue of Same Name of Magazine or 

Newspaper became so soaked that several pages began to tear apart from it. It was a good thing that the

apartment complex me and my friend lived in was near the Location so we were almost home.

I stopped under a convenience store's roof to catch my Noun and Same Friends name stopped with

me as he/she held onto Same Pet Name leash. Aside from the usual town ambiance and the rain, there were

very few Noun Plural out which I found surprising as Something related to previous noun was usually

Adjective and the Something related to previous noun was usually Adjective no matter what the

weather conditions were.

A poster suddenly blew at my feet and I crouched down to pick it up. It was a piece of notebook paper that had

beenhastily torn out and written on it were the words "THE END IS NEAR" in Something you can write with . I

showed it to Same Friends name and they Adverb looked at it and shook their Part of Body .



"I bet that Noun doesn't mean anything. A Adjective Noun could have written it." They

pointed out.

"True, true." I answered as I neatly folded up the paper and put it into the pocket of my Kind of pants . "But

have you noticed things around the city have been off lately?"

We picked up pace again and continued towards the apartment complex, making sure to avoid the rainfall by

ducking under roofs of stores.

"Like what?" Same Friends name wondered.

"Well, for starters, there hasn't been much Noun Plural on these streets lately. They're usually busy no

matter how heavy the rain is falling." Same Friends name looked up at the Noun in thought.

"That is true..." They looked back at me. "What else?"

"Well..." I took a moment to think, what other Noun Plural fell upon this city? "There hasn't been a lot of

Noun Plural outside or in public."



"Yeah, but that could be because it's Sickness or Disease season and nobody wants to get Adjective ." 

"But not to this extent, Same Friends name ! We live in an area with thousands of Noun Plural ! You

would think in a city with so many that there would be still be plenty of Noun Plural out and about.."

"My question is how you didn't notice these things until now." Same Friends name snarked, as I

Verb Past Tense my part of body plural . It was true that I should have noticed these obvious signs but

these days I was busy with my friend in our studies at Proper Noun University. I was planning to be a

Career and Same Friends name was set on becoming Country s Adjective Ends in EST

Career . With all the work we were putting into college, it really put a lot of strain on the two of us.

We were blocks from the apartments when up ahead besides a Noun was an Adjective man

wearing Adjective clothes and holding up a sign in front of him. Same Pet Name began to growl

upon noticing the stranger distanced a ways from us.

"Relax, Gender of pet ." I reached down and Verb Past Tense my Same animal in an effort to

comfort it. "I'm sure he means no harm."

"I hope you're right about that..." Same Friends name commented worriedly.



We approached the man and his crumpled Material such as tin foil sign illuminated by a nearby Noun

read, " Sentence or quote ". I had recognized this from Where the quote or sentence was originally from which I took

to thinking it had as much relevancy as the piece of paper I had found a while back.

The man looked at us with a Adjective look in his Plural part of body . "You both better leave the city

as soon as you can!" 

"Why?" I asked.

"Can't you see? The end of the world is near! Read the sign!" He Verb Past Tense the sign he was

Verb Present ends in ING towards us even though we had already taken it into account.

"We see it clear, sir." Same Friends name nodded, not really wanting to pay attention to the man. "

Your name , can we go to the place already? The Noun Plural might get worse."

"Okay, we'll go." I assured my friend. "Thanks for the Noun sir, we'll keep it in mind."

I lead my Same animal past the Adjective man as Same Friends name followed after. He/She

would gladly continue using the copy of Same name of magazine or newspaper as a temporary substitute for an

Noun



but the pages were now completely Adjective .

They frowned while looking down at the papers with the ink used to print them now starting to smear.

"Don't worry about it, Same Friends name , the Proper Noun Apartments building is up ahead and a

few drops won't hurt us, right?" 

"Right!" 

We started to run as to make it indoors before we became more soaked than we already were. Although we could

still hear the Adjective words of the Adjective man shouting: "The end is near, I'm telling you!

Get out while you still can!"

Within minutes the Material exteriors of Same Proper Noun Apartments was in view and a feeling of

great Emotion washed over me and Same Friends name . Wordlessly, we went inside...

-------------

Note: Thanks for enjoying this Mad Lib story, the first part of chapter one of The Epidemic. Feel free to check

out



my other mad libs and don't forget to comment and rate!
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